Origins of Civilization in Italy down to the Monarchy:
1. earliest evidence of permanent settlements and agriculture
2. Bronze Age
3. Iron Age
4. 4 regions in Archaic Italy & Sicily:
   A. Etruria
   B. Latium
   C. Phoenician colonies
   D. Magna Graecia
5. Origins of Rome

Today we are going to look at Archaic Italy
• Earliest period we are going to look at archeology evidence
• 1st evidence of settle appeared around 400BC
• Using stone and wooden instrustments
• lived in village, population really go over 100 people
• people live in a small clan-kin ship
• no difference of wealth and status, and no division of labour except between male and female
• Male-hunting, fighting
• Female-child bearing, child care

Bronze Age
• an technology advancement
• around 2000 to 1000BCE
• better tools then stone and sharper
  ◦ better ways of killing each other
  ◦ archeology find that is most prominent are: weapons and armour
  ◦ improvement of agriculture
• international co-operation:
  ◦ italy has low tin and copper deposits
  ◦ trading-arts and crafts
  ◦ craftsmanship
• 1800BCE-a Bronze Age golden cup found in Italy- which is found that the cup is similar to others found in Europe:
  Germany, England

3 Things that set the things for Italy to flourish:
• Better tools
• Better weapons
• Trading/internation relationship